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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
In this class, expect to plan, craft and complete 1-3 oil paintings in various sizes, depending on your personal 
working speed.  We will be using observation and photography for our starting point, so please bring with you a 
digital camera of any kind for your personal use. 
 
The role of lighting in our paintings is always mentioned, but in this class we’ll really try to go deep on improving 
our grasp of the path of light, and how it builds the space, and gives us our perception of form.  We will be able 
to do a small amount of study, but save most of our time for actually painting, since most of the learning 
happens there.  Each day will include demonstrations: seeing how someone else does it is sometimes more useful 
than any amount of words. 
 
A great advantage of our time together will be individual critique, group critique, and self-critique.  Each 
participant can expect to receive individual support as they work on growing as an artist.  If you like, bring with 
you images of your own body of work to share with me or the class.  I look forward to working with you. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 

! Two size 12 x 16” paper palette for oil 
! Two different *palette knives for mixing 
! Small bottle either:  Windsor Newton Liquin  OR Gamblin Galkyd Lite oil Painting Medium 
! 3 glass jars with lids (recycle jelly, pickle, etc.) for storing solvent 
! Paint *brush selection-a range of sizes 
! One or two stretched canvas, size 18 x 24” or your preference 
! One roll paper towel, plus one old cotton t shirt for rag. 
! Oil paints in these pigments: Titanium white, lemon yellow hue or cadmium yellow lemon, cadmium 

orange, cad. red medium, permanent rose, ultramarine blue, thalo blue, thalo green, sap green, burnt 
sienna, raw umber, burnt umber yellow ochre. 

! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
 
MATERIALS FEES: $45.00-$95.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

3658 Valley View Road 
Sevierville, TN 37862 

865-453-7895 
865-680-8454 

lisadline@comcast.net 
www.lisadline.com 

 


